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a b s t r a c t 

Current popular and widely adopted Online Social Networks (OSNs) all follow a logically centered archi- 

tecture, by which one single entity owns unprecedented collections of personal data in terms of amount, 

variety, geographical span, and richness in detail. This is clearly constituting one of the major threats 

to users privacy and to their right to be-left-alone. Decentralization has then been considered as the 

panacea to privacy issues, especially in the realms of OSNs. However, with a more thoughtful consider- 

ation of the issue, it could be argued that decentralization, if not designed and implemented carefully 

and properly, can have more serious implications on users privacy rather than bringing radical solutions. 

Moreover, research on Decentralized Online Social Networks (DOSNs) has shown that there are more 

challenges to their realization that need proper attention and more innovative technical solutions. In this 

paper, we discuss the issues related to privacy preservation between centralization and decentralization, 

and we provide a review of available research work on decentralized privacy preserving services for social 

networks. 

© 2018 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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1 https://www.eff.org/issues/social-networks , https://www.privacyinternational. 

org/node/8 
1. Introduction 

Popular Online Social Networks (OSNs), such as Facebook, Twit-

ter, or LinkedIn, are logically centralized services, that are owned

and managed by single business entities. It is no secret to any one

that their business, although presented as a free-service provision

model, is fueled by targeted and retargeted marketing [2] . These

are two marketing strategies that stand on data collection and

on learning as much as possible about potential customers, their

tastes, their habits, their spending patterns, or even their feelings

and states of mind. Based on such information, potential customers

can be smartly targeted, or retargeted by presenting the right prod-

uct to the right person at ideally the right time, making adver-

tisement more profitable. Most of these popular OSN companies

count over hundreds of millions of registered users that enjoy their

services, and occupy considerable portions of their computing and

storage resources without direct subscriptions or monetary service

fees. Therefore, they have a vital interest in collecting as much data

as possible about their “free” subscribers, and in learning all what

could possibly be extracted from this collected data. This collected

data does not only cover the information that OSN users willingly

upload and share with their contacts, but encompasses it to implic-

itly disclosed information, such as the times when users are online,
∗ Corresponding author. 
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he locations from where they connect, the type of activities they

erform based on different locations and times, etc. 

This unprecedented massive and uncontrolled collection and

ggregation of different types of data about millions of individu-

ls, from across all areas of the globe, in the hands of a few cen-

ralized entities is considered as one of the most serious and fun-

amental threats to users right to-be-left-alone; that is to their

ight to privacy. 1 This has been even more accentuated with the

etected incidents of data leakage, either accidentally, due to at-

acks exploiting security breaches in those systems, 2 or intention-

lly to interested third parties such as secret services, or other in-

erested companies. This makes some advocates spell out the fact

hat OSN users are not customers but rather the primary commer-

ialized product under the business model of current centralized

SN providers. 3 

One of the most systematic and straightforward responses to

itigate this privacy dilemma of logically centralized services is to

ove to decentralized architectures. This idea has given birth to

esearch under the area of what has been known as Decentralized
2 https://yahoo.tumblr.com/post/150781911849/an- important- message- about- 

ahoo- user- security 
3 An example is this article on Facebook selling users data: http://www.telegraph. 

o.uk/technology/facebook/8917836/Facebook-faces-EU-curbs-on-selling-users- 

nterests-to-advertisers 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.osnem.2018.02.001
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4 https://www.priv.gc.ca/en/privacy-topics/privacy- laws- in- canada/ 

the- personal- information- protection- and- electronic- documents- act- pipeda/ 
5 https://www.eugdpr.org/ 
6 According to SmartInsights, the number of active users in Facebook alone ex- 

ceeded 1.8 million users: http://www.smartinsights.com/social- media- marketing/ 
7 Such as the Diaspora federated online social network. 
nline Social Networks (DOSNs), where the fundamental motiva-

ion is to mitigate privacy issues that are inherrent to the central-

zed model by desiging solutions that can provide similar online

ocializing functionality without the need of any one single cen-

ral trusted entity [3] . Achieving this has been considered under

wo main conceptions. The first one consists at an architecture of

ultiple independent federated servers that provide the same OSN

unctionality, from which users can freely choose which to join and

hom to trust, and between which users can freely and seam-

essly switch without losing any of their advantages or function-

lity (e.g., [5–7] ). The second conception takes decentralization to

ts extremes and consists at building peer-to-peer (P2P) networks

f end users devices, with direct one-to-one interactions between

hem (e.g., [8–10] ). 

Decentralization, if achieved properly, brings the promise to in-

erently clear away the major privacy concerns related to the cen-

ralized model. However, almost all research effort s on DOSNs have

hown that building social networking functionality under a decen-

ralized architecture opens up more technical challenges than what

t theoretically promises to solve. In addition to technical chal-

enges related to developing functional services, such as searches

nd recommendations, instant messaging, and instant information

haring, that show similar performance and sophistication levels

chieved in the centralized model, DOSNs do not come free of pri-

acy concerns either [3] . Indeed, while decentralization solves the

ingle aggregation and collection data point and the privacy con-

erns related to it, it also removes all the other protection mecha-

isms that were under responsibility of the blown central provider.

asks such as content storage, access control management, data

etrieval, data backup, failure management, and other data man-

gerial tasks, that are under the sole responsibility of the central

rovider under the centralized model, become themselves decen-

ralized, and thus distributed across all the peers in the decentral-

zed system. 

In this paper, we compare and discuss the privacy challenges

elated to decentralizing online social networks. We also provide

 summarized but thorough review of the available literature on

ecentralized privacy preserving mechanisms for social networks.

e discuss their strengths and shortcomings, and we highlight the

reas where we think more research work is still needed. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 ,

e provide a discussion on privacy issues and how they interplay

rom centralized to decentralized social networks, and we formu-

ate three main challenges to privacy in DOSNs. In Sections 3 –5 we

urther explain each of the three identified challenges, we review

elated works under each of them, and we provide an analysis of

heir drawbacks and open research questions. Finally, we conclude

he paper in Section 6 . 

. Privacy from centralization to decentralization 

Privacy is an elastic concept that can refer to different things

ased on the context where it is used, by whom, and for which

urpose. One of the first systematic written discussions on the

oncept of privacy was made in 1890 by Samuel Warren and Louis

randeis in an essay entitled The Right to Privacy [11] . The essay

resented normative views on what the authors believed should

e protected by the law under the scope of privacy. To the au-

hors, privacy encompassed a spectrum that is larger than physi-

al protection of one’s home or one’s physical property, and was

efended as the right to be let alone [11] . Warren and Brandeis fo-

used mostly on the press and on the publicity effects produced

y the new emerging technological inventions of that time, such

s photography and widely distributed newspapers. They shed the

ight on the possible invasion of a person’s private life by vast pub-

ic dissemination of personal information, referring to it as infor-
ational privacy. They argued that new technology made it essen-

ial to explicitly recognize a more general right to privacy that cov-

red people’s right to have control over how their thoughts, senti-

ents, and emotions could be shared with others. Recently, some

ew laws and regulations started recognizing information privacy

s a formalized right that is under the protection of the law. For

nstance, the Personal Information Protection and Electronic Docu-

ents Act (PIPEDA) 4 in Canada, or the more recent European Gen-

ral Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) that will get in force start-

ng from May 25, 2018. 5 

The relentless and rapid development of technological devices,

etworks, and hardware has not taken long before making the In-

ernet available to almost all people all over the world, and not a

rivilege accessible only to some [12] . This may have been what

hifted the online world to an era of connected individuals on a

ocial level, after it was mostly a web of connected computers,

ystems, and corporations. What would be known as the social

eb has made it possible for people to connect, to produce, and

o share information in ways that were not possible before [12] . It

herefore comes at no surprise that OSNs have known the popular-

ty and massive adoption that we see today. 6 

OSNs connect millions of people of all ages and backgrounds

cross all the globe and offer them an open space for autonomous

xchange [12] . This experience of freedom of open personal and

ocial expression, that spans over geographical borders, resulted in

 deliberate sharing of information about oneself of which the con-

equences on one’s privacy remain unfathomable and obscure to

ost of OSNs users. More importantly, OSN users are rarely aware

f the amounts and types of data and meta-data being collected

bout them, or about the value of this data and the extent to

hich highly sensitive information could be extracted from ana-

yzing it. 

Being aware of the privacy threats related to the massive

mounts of data collected about users by OSN providers, and with

he related data leakages, either intended or unintended, that have

een regularly observed, privacy advocates and researchers have

alled for an alternative design structure of OSNs. As such, the lit-

rature, as well as some business initiatives, 7 have seen a num-

er of research efforts on the development of decentralized designs

or OSNs, either using the federated or the P2P conceptions. How-

ver, it turned out that decentralization has also its complications

nd challenges regarding the management of privacy, although on

 different level. We discuss this in what follows. 

.1. Online vs. offline privacy 

In general, privacy management in OSNs could be discussed un-

er two main perspectives, referred to as online privacy and offline

rivacy [13] . Online privacy refers to control over data sharing with

 user’s direct contacts, such as what information should be visible

o whom. This is also technically known as access control manage-

ent , or the mechanism by which users can organize their data

nd control its access, as well as how this is enforced and guar-

nteed by the system. As for offline privacy, it relates to ensur-

ng privacy-aware control over one’s thoughts, emotions, behavior,

rends, and personality that could be extracted from analyzing the

iverse and dense collection of data and meta-data that is gener-

ted by using the online socializing services. 

Under the centralized model, online privacy is one of the ser-

ices inherently offered by the OSN provider. Online privacy is the

https://www.priv.gc.ca/en/privacy-topics/privacy-laws-in-canada/the-personal-information-protection-and-electronic-documents-act-pipeda/
https://www.eugdpr.org/
http://www.smartinsights.com/social-media-marketing/
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Fig. 1. Areas for privacy preservation services in DOSNs with related challenges. 
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closest level to users, and is the one that has more direct and more

visible implications on them. For example, a user can see the di-

rect implications and would be more concerned about having her

night-party photo viewed by her office-mates, rather than the OSN

provider profiling her as a depressed person and selling this infor-

mation to an interested third party. For that, OSN providers have

been paying considerable effort s at developing and enriching their

offered interfaces for online privacy management. We have indeed

seen substantial improvement in both the design, the functional-

ity, and the granularity of privacy setting interfaces, especially in

the most popular OSNs such as Facebook. 8 

Managing online privacy under the centralized model is tech-

nically more sound and easier, as all the data, and communication

as well as access channels are centrally controlled by one owning

entity. This also applies to federated architectures, as every federa-

tion (i.e., independent server) acts as a central node managing the

data entrusted to it, including its access control. However, when it

comes to P2P decentralization, this functionality of online privacy

management moves from a centralized responsibility offered as a

service by the OSN provider (or the federated server provider), to

a shared and distributed responsibility among all the peers in the

network. In addition to that, offline privacy issues may themselves

not be simply eradicated by mere means of decentralization, cre-

ating more challenges to the creation of privacy preserving DOSNs.

We note that our focus in this paper is on decentralized P2P

social networks, and we elaborate more on the related challenges

in what follows. 

2.2. Privacy challenges for DOSNs 

Decentralization is supposed to answer offline privacy issues, as

data is no more collected and owned by one central logical en-

tity. However, this data distribution among peers in the decentral-

ized network creates a new threat model with complicated techni-

cal challenges, especially when it comes to online privacy manage-

ment. That is, access control and rights management becomes the

distributed responsibility of the different peers that store a user’s

data. This makes coordination, and consensus agreement to main-

tain a secure state of the system one of the new required tasks and

challenges of decentralization. In addition to that, decentralization

in itself might not be enough to eradicate offline privacy concerns,

as the different peers can themselves act as minor central points

of control that can still analyze and learn from the data they store

or they observe in the network [14] . This is even more challenging
8 See for example, http://mattmckeon.com/facebook-privacy/ 

d  

s  

q  
s the exchange of rich meta-data between peers is compulsory for

he provision and management of basic OSN functionality. That is,

t remains at stake how much information can be inferred from

his managerial meta-data itself. Another privacy related issue that

aces DOSNs is the management and control of fake accounts and

f fake content. Although this might be considered as a system se-

urity issue, it has both direct and indirect consequences on users

rivacy. Indeed, fake accounts, if not properly labeled and detected

an succeed at establishing valid connections with honest users,

etting as such access to their personal information. In a DOSN,

ith the absence of a central authority, fake identities and mali-

ious peers have more freedom to operate and infect the network

ithout risking to be detected or removed, making this another

hallenge to ensuring privacy in the network. 

In Fig. 1 we visualize the main challenging areas for privacy

reservation in DOSNs with their descriptions. In the following

ections, we address each of these identified challenges, we review

heir most prominent related works, and we provide insights and

iscussions on still open challenges. 

. Data storage and data replication 

In DOSNs, information is not only stored at one single logically

entral location that is managed by one single known and account-

ble entity, but is rather dispersed across different peers of the P2P

etwork. This dispertion is required mostly for availability and re-

overability purposes. That is, the data of a user Alice, for instance,

s replicated across multiple peers to ensure its availability even

hen Alice is offline or in case a failure happens at the level of her

evice [3] . Cryptography is therefore commonly used to blind data,

oth at rest and in communication. We note that although data

ncryption is also often used for access control and access rights

anagement, as we elaborate in Section 4 , its usage at this level

oncerns achieving data security at storage and replication nodes.

hat is, even if a DOSN assumes a non-cryptographic solution for

ata access rights management, the discussion here is regarding

he confidentiality of data at storage points. 

.1. Centrally controlled data at peers level 

While cryptography can ensure the confidentiality of users data,

he corresponding meta-data needed for the data management,

uch as replication, ownership, and access requests handling, can

n itself represent considerable privacy issues [15] . For example,

ata may be stored in encypted format at a peer, but this peer will

till be able to observe its access patterns from other legtimate re-

uestors. The data collected from such observation may be linked

http://mattmckeon.com/facebook-privacy/
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f  
ith other external information to identify the data owner. More-

ver, as it has been discussed in [16] , the peers in a DOSN might

hemselves be viewed as minor points of central control, with pos-

ibly more background information about the other peers, hence

ore potential for linking sensitive information about users. 

In fact, one of the proposed strategies for data storage and

eplication in DOSNs is the use of direct friends and closer social

eers, such as done in [10] , where every user is placed within a

hell (called matryoshka) of trusted direct friends who also serve

s data replication, storage, and management nodes. Such a deci-

ion is double edged. From one side, it could be considered pri-

acy wiser as people usually share their data with their direct and

loser friends in any case. That is, direct friends and closer peers

ould be considered trusted by the data owner, thus privacy would

ot be an issue. However, those closer friends are also supposed

o have more background knowledge about the data owner, and

ould therefore be able to better link external information to even

ncrypted content that they store in their devices. For example, the

ize of the data, the times when it is generated, the number, fre-

uency, and trends of access requests to it, and other related meta-

ata can implicitly contain sensitive information. 

.2. Selective storage solutions 

One of the possible solutions to this issue of centrally controlled

ata at peers’ level is to selectively choose the peers that will store

ome given data. For instance, in [10] it is suggested to store data

nly at those peers that are initially approved to have access to it.

he drawback of such solutions is on performance and availabil-

ty, as granted access is usually not uniformly distributed in data

mount among all friends of a given user. For instance, it may be

ften that Alice shares more photos and content with Bob, com-

ared to what she shares with all her other friends. In addition

o that, central users with higher numbers of friends will be in-

erently overloaded, whereas other peripheral peers, that might as

ell have higher resources, will be under-utilized. 

.3. Summary and discussion 

To the best of our knowledge, there are no works that di-

ectly tackle this issue of solving privacy implications related to

ata storage and replication in DOSNs. Probably this is due to the

act that DOSNs have not seen considerable adoption yet, keeping

uch issues still hidden to practitioners. However, with the new

dvances and the new technologies related to decentralized sys-

ems, such as Blockchains, 9 and the promises they bring to re-

iving social decentralized computing, we believe this is one of

he research areas that requires more attention and effort. Indeed,

here are already some starting initiatives that consider design-

ng DOSNs using Blockchains, such as the Steem 

10 and Synereo 11 

rojects, as well as some academic research discussions, such as

n [17] and in [18] . These initiatives represent the start for a new,

ich, and promising research area, where challenges such as how a

lockchain could best be used to ensure data storage security in a

OSN need to be explored and studied. 

. Access rights and control management 

In a DOSN, every user locally holds her/his data and is only

ware of their direct friends. Moreover, data dissemination is car-
9 Blockchain is a distributed ledger technology that is used to reach consensus 

n system-state in a purely P2P network. Blockchains have first started with the 

rypto-currency Bitcoin and are currently attracting much research attention for ap- 

lications in different areas. 
10 https://steem.io/ 
11 http://www.synereo.com/ 

[
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i  
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h  
ied out in a peer to peer manner, making as such every peer re-

ponsible of managing access to their own data or to the data of

ther peers replicated on their nodes. As we have discussed under

ection 3 , it is a common practice in decentralized architectures

o have data replicated between peers to ensure higher availability

nd to allow for data recovery in the event of a node’s failure. 

Whilst most of the proposals for DOSNs would opt for encryp-

ion to ensure the security of the out-sourced data at the end of

he other peers, other proposals might overpass the need for en-

ryption by making replicas only at the level of peers who are al-

owed to have access to it [3] . However, under both scenarios, a

echanism for the enforcement of access control within the de-

entralized environment is required and almost all the solutions

vailable in the literature deploy encryption based techniques. Only

 small subset of DOSN proposals come without encryption and

ely on trust in friends only. An example is the work presented

n [19] where authors suggest that users select a circle of trusted

riends whose nodes would be used for both data replication and

ccess control management. Clearly, this model assumes blind trust

n the chosen circle of friends. Such an assumption makes it easier

o address the access control and data security problems in DOSNs;

owever, it bases on an idealistic view that might not be practical

or all users in OSNs. 

Overall, access rights and control management for DOSNs has

ainly been addressed using encryption based techniques. There

re a few works that have presented proposals with a different ap-

roaches, such as audit-based access control. In the following, we

eview both the major works on encryption-based access control

s well as the other few works that have presented non-encryption

ependent approaches. 

.1. Encryption based solutions 

Deploying data encryption to manage access control means that

nyone could retrieve the encrypted content but only those who

ave the corresponding keys can interpret it. This implies that one

f the requirements is to offer a mechanism for the distribution

nd management of the corresponding keys. Within the context

f OSNs, characterized by massive amounts of data, huge users

ase, dynamic and frequently changing access requirements, etc.,

ncryption keys management becomes an essential challenge [3] .

oreover, access scenarios in OSNs require fine grain levels of

pecification and span to cover relationships between users, be-

ween resources, and between users and resources. In addition to

hat, users shall be able to restrict access to their data in a fine-

rained manner. As such, the main technical challenges related to

he implementation of access control using encryption in OSNs

re related to supporting fine-grain flexible access policies, with

ncryption schemes that offer the possibility of encrypting differ-

nt combinations of single attributes for both single users and for

roups of users. Moreover, given the highly dynamic nature of data

haring in OSNs, the scheme needs also to provide an efficient cor-

esponding mechanism for the management of the related keys, in

erms of distribution and revocation [4] . 

Therefore, most research works under this area have focused on

nding usable ways for the dissemination, management, and re-

ocation of the security keys related to the deployed encryption

10,20–23] , or on deploying cryptography techniques that can of-

er finer levels of granularity, such as attribute based cryptography

9,21,22] . 

.1.1. Keys dissemination 

Regarding the issue of keys distribution, most of the proposals

n the literature assume that the exchange of all access keys (or

ngerprints that could be used to retrieve the keys) between users

appens outside of the system (i.e., out of band – OOB) [3] . This

https://steem.io/
http://www.synereo.com/
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results in the inconvenience of finding an appropriate and trust-

worthy OOB channel through which this keys exchange could take

place. In a trial to overcome this problem, some proposals sug-

gested the consideration of trusted nodes or super nodes in the

DOSN to act as credential authorities [8,10] . These super nodes are

only used to initiate the DOSN and are not implicated in the medi-

ation of communication between nodes; hence cannot trace inter-

actions. However, this approach still assumes the trustworthiness

of these super nodes and their availability. As an alternative, some

other works have suggested the exploitation of dynamic hash ta-

bles (DHTs) to include the management and distribution of keys

(e.g., the proposal in [24] ). This cancels the reliance on any cen-

tral node, but does not provide any kind of identification. That is,

the DHT is solely used to distribute the keys and the generation

of identities requires to be managed with a different parallel ser-

vice. However, the real problem and still open challenge with all

these proposals is with the efficient management of keys revo-

cation and/or update that should accompany the change of users

access policies, especially given that such changes are so frequent

and unpredictable in the realms of OSNs. 

4.1.2. Dynamic access-group management 

This issue of keys distribution and revocation gets more chal-

lenging and more complicated as it needs to be aligned with the

support of fine-grain and flexible access policies, that are also

highly changing. For instance, one of the main issues of decentral-

ized access control in OSNs using encryption is groups member-

ship management. Indeed, OSN users are often sharing common

content with groups of friends that are highly dynamic. For in-

stance, Bob might start sharing a photo with a group that contains

Alice and 10 other friends, and then decides to revoke access from

Kate and grant it to Jane instead. Such a scenario is expected to

result in complex revocations and redistribution of keys that may

affect all the members of the access group, and that may not be

efficient and timely enough to provide instantaneous access revo-

cation from Kate. To address these problems, different types of en-

cyrption have been investigated and combined, such as, public key

encryption (PKE), attribute based encryption (ABE), threshold se-

cret sharing schemes, etc. [3] . 

PKE, also known as asymmetric cryptography, uses two kinds of

keys: public and private. Public keys may be disseminated widely,

whilst private keys are known only to the owner. In PKE, any per-

son can encrypt a message using the public key of the receiver.

Such a message can be decrypted only with the receiver’s private

key. In contrast to the more basic symmetric encryption, that re-

lies on the same key to perform both encryption and decryption,

PKE is considered to be more costly in its encryption/decryption

processes. As such, it is common to use PKE only at the initiation

of a secure communication, during which a symmetric key is ex-

changed between the communicating parties and it is thereafter

used for the remaining of the established secure exchange. In the

context of providing access control in DOSNs, one of the direct so-

lutions is to use PKE to allow selective communication with every

user. That is, every user in the network would be known by a pub-

lic key that is distributed to all her friends. The friends will encrypt

all information to be shared with a specific user with her public

key. A similar idea has been proposed in [25] , where the notion of

relationship attestations was suggested. That is, the system gener-

ates a certificate for every two users who established a relation-

ship in the network. These certificates could then be used, across

multiple platforms that support the suggested protocol, to prove

the existence of the attested relationship. Using direct PKE appli-

cations to address the access control problem in DOSNs is clearly

not scalable as information needs to be encrypted for each friend

it is to be shared with. This also will not allow revocation of ac-
ess, as the entity that controls the decrypting private key is not

he information owner but the receiver. 

In practice, PKE is used as the basis for devising more encryp-

ion types that support more fine grain operations, such as ABE.

ndeed, ABE is a type of PKE in which the secret key and cipher-

exts are generated based on some given attributes (e.g., user role,

ountry of residence, subscription type, etc.). That is, instead of re-

ying on encrypting data for a given decrypting key that is related

o a fixed identity, an encryption is made by labeling the gener-

ted ciphertext with a set of pre-defined attributes. Therefore, the

ecryption of a ciphertext is possible only if the attributes of a user

ey match the attributes of the secure text. This inherently requires

hat all users own a profile for which the credentials should satisfy

he ciphertext attribute conditions to be able to decrypt a the mes-

age. 

For the flexibility and fine grain support that it provides, ABE

as been the most encryption type explored for access control on

OSNs. For instance, in [21] , the authors adopted ABE where every

ser in the DOSN generates an ABE public key (APK) and a mas-

er secret key (AMSK). The notion of groups is then used to map

o the attributes used in the encryption. As such, a user u would

reate for every friend f an ABE secret key (ASK) that corresponds

o the set of attributes that express the groups that u assigns to f .

owever, one of the issues here is with user revocation, since the

ccess policies are defined only over user attributes. 

In order to offer support for revocation and dynamic group

embership management, proxy encryption techniques that take

dvantage of the selective attribute group key distribution on top

f ABE have been proposed. For instance, in [20] , the authors

dopted ABE and worked on offering support for dynamic group

emberships and management of access right revocation without

he need of reissuing keys or re-encrypting the data. They achieved

his by introducing a proxy that needs to be contacted in order to

e able to execute any decryption in the system. Users send the

arget ciphertext to the proxy that runs a transformation process

n it. The transformed ciphertext can only be decrypted if the ac-

ess right has not been revoked from the requesting user. Similarly,

he authors in [1] , demonstrate a proxy based system architecture

hat supports dynamic group membership and user revocation us-

ng ABE based access control policies. The work in [1] also provides

upport for escrow secrecy; that is, the proxy is also not able to

ecipher the content. They achieve this by relying on secure two-

arty computation protocols between the proxy and the data stor-

ge entity for the generation of required keys. 

.1.3. Collectively owned content 

Another issue in access control in OSNs is related to collab-

ratively owned content. For instance, a post message made by

ser Bob where user Alice is also mentioned. One of the works

e could find that address this issue for DOSNs is in [23] . The

uthors worked on the problem of collaboratively owned content,

nd access control issues related to it. More specifically, they have

ased on the problem of group photos that should be collabora-

ively owned by all the people in the group and not only by the

erson who shares the photo in the social network. Therefore, all

he photo stakeholders should have a say in setting privacy rules

or access to the photo they show on. To address that, the authors

sed a threshold-based sharing scheme, which is a cryptographic

echnique for the management of sharing a secret among differ-

nt parties. That is, the content to secure is encrypted and is dis-

ributed in chunks among the different stakeholders. Each stake-

older on its own cannot reconstruct the distributed content (i.e.,

he shared secret). It is only when a required threshold of stake-

olders come together and collaborate to combine the chunks they

wn that the content could be reconstructed. 
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.2. Non encryption based solutions 

The premise behind encryption based access control is to se-

urely lock all pieces of users data and to allow the dissemination

f appropriate keys to those allowed to gain access to it. This line

f actions may provide deterministic solutions to the challenge of

emote access control enforcement at the level of other peers, but

ails at its best to provide the needed flexibility in both the for-

ulation of fine grain access policies, and in their corresponding

issemination [20,26] . 

Indeed, information sharing in social networks has been ob-

erved to be characterized by denseness, diversity, and dynamic-

ty. People share huge amounts of pieces of information under di-

erse formats (e.g., text, photos, voice) in a stochastic manner with

ontinuously changing needs w.r.t dissemination preferences [27] .

oreover, information ownership does not follow a direct one-to-

ne fashion. In contrast to single-ownership of data where one def-

nite entity is known to hold complete control over it, data own-

rship in social networks is mostly collaborative and multiple. For

nstance, a person might share a photo that displays other people,

r might share a text in which other people are tagged, or might

omment on a video shared by another person. All these elements

ake the firmness and rigidness of encryption mechanisms insuf-

cient, at best, in providing an acceptable balance between protec-

ion and usability and efficiency of an access control solution for

OSNs. 

A few research works in the literature have tried to approach

he problem from a non encryption based perspective, by rely-

ng on trust-based approaches. For instance in [10] , the authors

ave suggested a data management architecture where each user is

laced in the center of a shell made of her direct trusted friends.

rusted friends are thus the ones who provide data management

nd access controls. The drawback of this solution is with data

vailability. Usually, a user’s friends will mostly be from the same

eographical location and would be expected to be online and of-

ine at almost the same times. This will make the user’s data un-

vailable when the friends are offline. Moreover, this may also in-

roduce privacy issues, as a user might trust some friends to see

ome of her data, but not to take care of managing access to it and

bserving her data’s access patterns, such as previously discussed

n Section 3 . 

Within the same approach of non encryption based solutions,

e find the aposteriori audit-based access control solution pro-

osed in [28] . In [28] , the authors have devised a system based

n an open sharing environment where all transactions are logged,

nd a third party trusted auditor performs post control to detect

ishonest peers. The work adopts the scheme in [29] for model-

ng access rules based on relationship paths information related to

he type of the relationship, the cumulative trust and the length

f the considered path between resource owner and potential re-

eiver. Resources are annotated with access rules and with an ad-

itional audit log that traces their sharing path and its descriptive

alues in terms of its length, the type of its relationships, and its

umulative trust. Data sharing is governed by means of both re-

orting of detected bad behavior, and by regular audits that take

lace by a trusted auditor. The system relies on a reputation man-

gement model by which honest behavior is encouraged and mali-

ious nodes are segregated by means of low reputation scores. 

.3. Summary and discussion 

To sum up, access control for DOSNs have mainly been

ddressed using encryption-based techniques. The available pro-

osals under this appraoch demonstrate that there is room for

evising encyrption mechanisms that may be used to solve the

ccess control problem in DOSNs, with support of some level of
exibility and fine-grain policies. However, given the amounts of

ata and the number of connections users maintain in OSNs, and

ith the required granularity and changing requirements for pri-

acy settings, encryption mechanisms, thus far, may not overcome

heir by-design inherent limitations, especially in terms of effi-

iency in managing instantaneous revocations and highly dynamic

roup memberships [8] . Some other research works have taken the

pproach of relying on trust-based or audit-based access control

anagement. One of the promising research paths along this di-

ection of trust-based and auditable access control is the investi-

ation of Blochckains technology. Blockchains allow the achieve-

ent of secure consensus on, and tamper proof recording of sys-

em states in a puerly decentralized P2P environment [30] . As such,

lockchains could be used for both the recording of access control

olicies, as well as for the management of access requests with de-

entralized consensus on who is allowed to access what data. One

f the early works providing an initial discussion on the topic is

vailable in [31] . The paper provides an overview architecture for

 possible usage scenario of Blockchains as means of consensus on

ata access rights, their management, and their auditing. The work

emains an initial attempt that deserves further development and

onsideration. 

. Identity and fake content management 

The detection of fake accounts and of fake content in an OSN

s of crucial importance as far as both security and privacy of the

sers go. When the OSN environment contains undetected fake ac-

ounts, they might easily fool honest users into befriending them,

aking them as such able to access information that the hon-

st users intend to share with their real friends only. The liter-

ture contains a plethora of research works on fake accounts in

SNs, mainly under the research area known as Sybil detection

32] . Most of the available techniques assume a centralized archi-

ecture where information about all users and connections can be

arsed and analyzed. That is, fake accounts and fake content are

ainly detected based on differentiating between their behavioral

nd structural trends and those of honest users [33] . Clearly, such

 differentiation requires the application of learning techniques on

entral collections of data. This becomes quite challenging when it

omes to decentralized settings where it is hard to track patterns

nd form representational models. There are a few works address-

ng fake accounts management in DOSNs. These can be mainly or-

anized under two bodies of work. The first one relies on decen-

ralized fake accounts detection, whereas the second takes the ap-

roach of validating identities in decentralized settings. 

.1. Decentralized fake accounts detection 

Detecting fake accounts in decentralized P2P systems have been

ttracting much attention from different research communities, es-

ecially in mobile networks or in Internet-of-Things (IoT) (e.g.,

34,35] ). In these settings, peers are usually identified based on a

ormal identity management model, and honest users are marked

y identity verification guarantees offered by the identity provider

n the system. In DOSNs (as well as in OSNs), where identity is a

oose concept and where users can join based on simple ownership

f a valid email address, the task becomes more challenging. 

The work in [36] presents a gossip-based model for behavioral

roup identification in a DOSN. While this work is not directly

imed at detecting fake accounts, the behavioral group identifica-

ion mechanism could be leveraged to generate representations of

onest behavioral patterns, that could aid in the detection of fake

ccounts. 

Another work that provides a solution aligned with decentral-

zed fake content detection is in [37] . The authors developed an
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unsupervised and decentralized anti-spam detection mechanisms

that is also resilient to malicious nodes participation. Using col-

laborative learning, the solution creates a validation overlay that

assesses the credibility of information exchanged and excludes the

misbehaving nodes from the system. 

5.2. Decentralized identity validation 

Identity validation in OSNs refers to the estimation of an ac-

count’s trustworthiness. The goal is not to detect fake accounts,

but is rather to label identities based on their profiles and on their

behavior within the OSN communities or groups they would like

to join and connect with. The goal is to create a social represen-

tational layer of common identity trends within identified groups

or communities in the OSN, that users can use as directives for

assessing the credibility of the potential accounts they can con-

nect with. For instance, the work in [38] relies on gossip-based

unsupervised learning to build representations of common identity

trends within every detected community in the DOSN. The work

relies on gossip-learning based on one-to-one exchange of locally

learned models among the DOSN peers. Nodes collect information

about their direct friends and learn the common identity trends,

in terms of profile attributes and shared behavior patterns, among

them. After rounds of exchange of these local models, the system

converges to a state by which every node is aware of the different

identity models present in the social communities it belongs to. As

a result, every node has an identity representative model of hon-

est users, based on which it can asses the trustworthiness of new

nodes in its network of connections. 

5.3. Summary and discussion 

In general, this area of identity validation and defense mecha-

nisms against fake accounts in DOSNs could be considered as un-

der investigated. As we have discussed, the few works that could

be related to decentralized fake accounts detection do not specifi-

cally target the problem as per se. This clearly points to the need

for more elaborate studies and research works on mechanisms that

could be exploited to fight against fake accounts in DOSNs. The

same applies to identity validation as well where, to the best of

our knowledge, only the work in [38] is available. This work in

itself could be considered as only a start towards understanding

identity trends and deploying them for identity validation in a pure

P2P network. Therefore, more research attention is needed to study

other possible mechanisms for identity validation, where peers in

a DOSN collaborate to maintain the sanity of the environment, and

minimize the chances for Sybil attacks, or allow their detection. 

6. Conclusion 

Decentralization is undoubtedly one of the inherent solutions

to major offline privacy issues in OSNs; however, it does not come

free of new challenges and issues to privacy itself. In this paper,

we have presented a discussion on privacy issues related to the

shift from centralized to decentralized architectures for social net-

works. We made our synthesis based on three main axes that we

believe are of high importance when considering privacy preserv-

ing DOSNs. Namely, we have discussed the challenges related to

data storage and replication, to data access control management,

and to fake accounts and fake content management. We have pro-

vided a review of the major works that focus on providing privacy

preserving services under decentralized conceptions of OSNs, and

that operate under those identified axes. We have also highlighted

areas where we believe there is still need for more research efforts,

especially w.r.t dynamic group membership management and effi-

cient and timely access revocation support. With the development
f new technologies for P2P computing, such as Blockchains, that

romise the provision of secure and strong platforms for account-

ble decentralized systems, we think that there is more potential

round DOSNs research as well. 
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